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Abstract

Video up-conversion takes significant place in various application
areas. One of important application areas is standard-definition
television (SDTV) video processing to get high-definition televi-
sion content (HDTV) for broadcast. However, high-quality up-
conversion is a challenging task. Most practical implementations
use spatial domain processing such as video frame interpolation for
video up-scale. Meanwhile, due to sampling limitation the high-
frequency component of output HD video cannot be efficiently re-
constructed by applying only the spatial domain processing and
high-quality up-conversion usually requires temporal domain pro-
cessing as well. The authors propose practical implementation of
such up-conversion technique providing significantly better visual
results in comparison to traditional methods of SDTV to HDTV
up-conversion.

Keywords: Super-Resolution, video up-conversion, HDTV, video
enhancement.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are many up-conversion algorithms widely used. Most of
them use spatial signal processing to construct new data points
within a set of existing pixels. These methods are based on general
interpolation approach, namely on construction of new data points
within a set of existing data points with fixed sampling rate. As
an example of such interpolation algorithms the nearest neighbour,
bilinear, bicubic, spline, sinc, lanczos and some others can be men-
tioned. These methods use various mathematical interpretation of
the spatial signal to construct necessary points.

Another widely used set of methods is frequency domain process-
ing, usually fast Fourier transform or wavelet analysis based algo-
rithms. These methods are based on the shifting property of the
Fourier transform, the aliasing relationship between the continuous
Fourier transform and the discrete Fourier transform. Accurate pro-
cessing of the Fourier transform results can give us the frequency
domain coefficients of the original scene, which may then be recov-
ered by inverse Fourier transform. [1] However, frequency domain
processing has several important disadvantages. These methods re-
quire the existence of a transformation which is the Fourier domain
equivalent of the spatial domain motion model what is not always
feasible. Also, it is difficult to include spatially varying degradation
models in the frequency domain reconstruction formulation. [2]

For the last years the variety of works were dedicated to relatively
novice approach to video up-conversion addressing to resolve the
bandwidth limitation of other methods. This set of algorithms
is called super-resolution (SR). This work represents the compu-
tational efficient high-quality implementation of super-resolution
technology for video up-conversion aimed on television and broad-
cast applications.

2. TRADITIONAL APPROACH

SR is technique that enhances the resolution of an imaging sys-
tem. This technique uses additional image information for high
resolution. It may be information from single or multiple input im-
ages. Single image SR method extracts high-resolution image de-

Figure 1: Reconstruction of single super-resolution image based
on analysis of several images.

tails from a single low-resolution image, which cannot be achieved
by simple sharpening [3] and traditional interpolation. It uses other
parts of the low resolution images to guess how the high resolution
image should look like.

Multiple-frame SR is a method based on idea of using information
from several images to create one up-scaled image. In particular,
the source video sequence contains similar, but not identical infor-
mation. The additional information available in these frames makes
possible the reconstruction of visually superior frames at higher res-
olution than that of the original data. This method tries to extract
details from one frames to reconstruct other frames. The SR algo-
rithms are possible only if aliases exist, and the images have sub-
pixel shifts. [3] This approach differs a lot from some sophisticated
image up-scaled methods which try to synthesize artificial details.

Generally, there are three critical factors affecting super-resolution
restoration. Firstly, reliable sub-pixel motion information is es-
sential. Poor motion estimates are more detrimental to restoration
than a lack of motion information. Secondly, observation models
must accurately describe the imaging system and its degradations.
Thirdly, restoration methods must provide the maximum potential
for inclusion of a priori information. [4]

3. GENERAL SUPER-RESOLUTION APPROACH

Multiple-frame SR for video sequences uses information from the
sub-pixel shifts between several frames of the same scene within
a video. This pixel shift is caused by a relative motion between
the scene and camera. The video with improved resolution can be
created by merging the data from a set of low-resolution frames
taking the relative pixel shifts into the account. SR works when
several low resolution images LR(x, y) contain slightly different
views of the same objects. In this case total information about the
object is much higher than information in one frame. Using existing
information from current frame LRi(x, y) and getting additional
sub-information from several previous ..,LRi−n,..,LRi−2,LRi−1

and several next LRi+1,LRi+2,..,LRi+n,.. frames we can recon-
struct high resolution image HRi(x, y). Simplified method of re-
construction may be defined as function F from several frames(1).



HRi(x, y) = F ( LRi−n (xi−n, yi−n) ,

. . . ,

LRi+n (xi+n, yi+n) )

(1)

The methods discussed in other papers usually describe the re-
construction of HR in ideal conditions. Under these conditions
all compensated objects precisely assist in concerned frames LRj

and every sub-pixel shifts are found and position in other frames
(xj , yj) are exactly known. Actually it is important to know if
we afford to use sub-pixels from neighbour frames or we have to
amount current low-resolution frame information only. It involves
irregular structure of reconstruction on non-uniformly spaced sam-
pling grid and smart image recognition. The registration of low-
resolution image sequence results in a composite image of samples
on a non-uniformly spaced sampling grid. These sample points are
interpolated and positioned over the high-resolution sampling grid.
However, despite the simplicity of such model it does not take into
consideration the fact that samples of the low resolution images
cannot be results of ideal sampling and relative pixel shifts cannot
be known a priori. This results in the fact that the reconstructed im-
age does not contain the full range of frequency content that ideally
could be reconstructed. Practical implementation of SR shows that
high resolution and quality are unachievable without strong model
of data points recognition and detection. Also high quality interpo-
lation base is necessary. The expanded formalization of SR imple-
mentation can be described as

HRi(xhr, yhr) = F ( LRi−n

(
xlri−n , ylri−n

)
,

. . . ,

LRi+n

(
xlri+n , ylri+n

)
,

INT (LRi, xhr, yhr) )

(2)

Due to all these limitations the most important key factors for ef-
ficient super-resolution processing are quality of generalized up-
scaling, accurate motion estimation and robustness of the super-
resolution construction procedure that creates uniform set of data
points from non-uniform points mesh. Below, in this work, we will
consider all of these three factors separately.

3.1 Non-uniformly sampled grid interpolation

The first step of SR is high quality up-scaling. It is fundamental
point for both the motion estimation and super-resolution construc-
tion procedure. The best decision is to use multivariate harmonic
interpolation with non-uniform mesh nodes. In signal processing,
a sinc filter is an idealized filter that removes all frequency compo-
nents above a given bandwidth, leaves the low frequencies alone,
and has linear phase. The filter’s impulse response is a sinc func-
tion in the time domain, and its frequency response is a rectangular
function. [3] In digital signal processing and information theory, the
normalized sinc function is commonly defined by

sinc(x) =
sinπx

πx
(3)

The Lanczos filter is a windowed form of the sinc filter. Its impulse
response is the normalized sinc function sinc(x) windowed by the
Lanczos window. The Lanczos window is itself the central lobe of a
scaled sinc, namely sinc(x/a) for a from−a to a (the central lobe
scaled to run from −a to a). The resulting function is then used as
a convolution kernel to resample the input field. [5] Its formula is
given by:

Figure 2: Smart Lanczos interpolation with non-uniform mesh
nodes.

L(x) =

 sinc(x) · sinc(x
a
), −a < x < a, x 6= 0
1, x = 0
0, otherwise

(4)

The Lanczos filter has been compared with other filters, particularly
other windowing of the sinc filter. Lanczos is the best compromise
in terms of reduction of aliasing, sharpness, and minimal ringing.
Nevertheless, the regular structure and linear nodes do not give the
best results.

Proposed approach uses different weight coefficients for different
mesh nodes to improve visual quality of interpolated images. Anal-
ysis of the morphological structure of image and individual choice
of weight coefficients allow to select correct nodes for high quality
interpolation and make precise motion estimation. One way of pos-
sible adapted smart Lanczos interpolation with non-uniform mesh
nodes is described in Figure 2. It is an example of 4x up-scaling
where:

� black nodes are pixels of based input image,

� white nodes are pixels of regular vertical Lanczos interpola-
tion,

� dark gray nodes are pixels of possible horizontal interpolation,

� light gray nodes are results of total non-uniform interpolation.

Schema of non-uniform mesh nodes can be different and adapts for
input image structure and combines different Lanczos windows for
different types of images.

3.2 Heterogeneous motion estimation

The large regions overlap that usually exists between successive
frames of the same sequence and the multiple sampling of this re-
gions in several frames, yield the conclusion that it is possible to
combine this information to achieve higher spatial resolution im-
ages. Motion estimation techniques are used to find this overlap-
ping areas from frame to frame. [6] The resulting motion vectors



must be at least sub-pixel precision to provide useful information
for SR. For the best quality results quarter-pixel precision is used.

Most papers dedicated to super-resolution construction claim that
image registration is known a priori. Meanwhile, image registration
or in other words accurate inter frame motion estimation is a crucial
component of super-resolution processing. Insufficient accuracy of
image registration inevitably leads to significant quality degradation
and makes super-resolution approach nearly useless.

Most popular yet powerful enough practical motion estimation ap-
proach utilizes the sum of absolute differences (SAD) as a criterion
for image templates matching (5).

SAD =

j=n−1∑
j=0

i=m−1∑
i=0

|I1(i, j)− I2(i, j)| (5)

This technique is used in many video coding applications [7] and
characterized by high computational simplicity. However, there are
number of know lacks of SAD approach what makes it less appli-
cable for super-resolution image registration then for video com-
pression [8]. A Most noticeable problem of SAD-based matching
is inconsistency in the case of sufficient noise additions and average
brightness (DC component) change.

Many papers dedicated to the problems of image registration and
template matching point on morphological hit-or-miss criteria for
image matching [9, 10, 11, 12]. The proposed approach com-
bines the power of both methods for creating computational ef-
ficient and effective image registration approach. The proposed
method of motion estimation combines computational simplicity
of SAD based methods and efficiency of morphological analy-
sis MSC(Morphological search criteria)(6) It as defined as mor-
phological SAD - MSCSAD(7) where kSAD and kMSC are
weighting factors.

MSC =
∑
j

(MAXi |I1(i, j)− I2(i, j)| −

MINi |I1(i, j)− I2(i, j)|)
(6)

MSCSAD = (SAD MSC)×
(
kSAD
kMSC

)
(7)

Position that turns out to be the most similar to the current image
pixel in the reference frame, is given by the candidate with the min-
imum MSCSAD value:

MSCSAD(xlr, ylr) =MIN∀x,∀y (MSCSAD(x, y)) (8)

For precise search and future accurate reconstruction it is important
to select the best candidate from operating positions and to under-
stand if this candidate affords to give additional resolution indeed or
such position does not exist at all. It is proposed to use complicated
pyramid structure of motion estimation with several steps for par-
celling out input images and separating background and foreground
with objects combining.

As a result of motion estimation and object detection we have
half/quarter pixel motion vectors, values of MSCSAD and map
of objects and theirs motion. This parameters give us information
for SR reconstruction and possibility to construct strong criteria for
its employment.

Figure 3: Precise motion estimation.

Figure 4: Precise motion estimation.

3.3 Super-Resolution frame construction

Registering a set of low-resolution images using motion compensa-
tion results in a single, dense composite image of non-uniformly
spaced samples. The super-resolution image can be constructed
from this composite using techniques for reconstruction from non-
uniformly spaced samples. Restoration techniques are sometimes
applied to compensate for degradations [11]. Description of iter-
ative reconstruction techniques can also be noticed [13]. Such in-
terpolation methods are unfortunately overly simplistic. Since the
observed data result from severely down-sampled, spatially aver-
aged areas, the reconstruction step (which typically assumes im-
pulse sampling) is incapable of reconstructing significantly more
frequency content that is present in a single LR frame. Degradation
models are limited, and no a priori constraints are used. There is
also question of the optimality of separate merging and restoration
steps.

Hence, the construction of super-resolution frame can be formu-
lated as an approximation of non-uniform mesh by the uniformly
positioned set of samples. Proposed approach uses different weight
coefficients for different mesh nodes to improve visual quality of



Figure 5: Schema of down-up-conversion for objective quality
measurement.

interpolated images. Analysis of morphological structure of image
and individual choice of weight coefficients allows to select correct
nodes for high quality SR reconstruction.

4. QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

We will relay on two quality measurement criteria subjective and
objective. As for objective quality metric a peak signal to noise ra-
tio (PSNR) is usually used in practice. It is an engineering term
for the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and
the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its repre-
sentation. This criterion is usually defined via mean squared error
(MSE)

MSE =
1

W ·H

j=H−1∑
j=0

i=W−1∑
i=0

[I1(i, j)− I2(i, j)]2 (9)

The PSNR can be defined as

PSNR = 20 · log10(
MAXI√
MSE

) (10)

Meanwhile, in case of up-conversion we do not have the reference
video with the appropriate frame size because such video can be
only obtained by some other up-conversion method from the input
and any alternative up-conversion approach will add its own con-
version error. To avoid this problem we can use the results of some
typical down-conversion as input data (see Figure 5).

In this case the output results of up-conversion routine can be ob-
jectively measured against input signal such as PSNR(In,Out).

Subjective evaluation is another important measurement approach
because objective metrics such as PSNR cannot fully substitute
manual visual perception. During the subjective testing such visual
characteristics as video stability, aliasing effect and overall impres-
sion were manually evaluated.

For quality testing, we use in this paper two typical image se-
quences. The first one, Shields, is a sequence with moving back-
ground containing many small details and texts and local motion
on foreground. The second one, Mobcal, is a sequence containing
global motion on background and fast motion on foreground. Both
HR test image sequences are first down-scaled to LR by a factor
of 2 in both vertical and horizontal directions. After LR sequence
is reconstructed by different interpolation methods and concerned
SR algorithm and compared with subjective and objective quality
measurement criteria (see Figure 6).

Figures 6 and 7 show input LR frame and results of its bilinear,
bicubic and Lanczos (window size a is 3) interpolations and SR
transformation. Figure 7 also contains diagram of peak values of
PSNR in comparison.

Quantitative PSNR comparisons between reconstructions for
whole test sequences and distinctive selected regions in the images
are in Table 1.According to quality measurements and visual com-
parison SR allows efficiently reconstruct low-resolution video to
high quality and resolution video. As compared with different inter-

Figure 6: Visual quality comparison.

Figure 7: Objective PSNR measurement.

polation methods SR significantly increases resolution within small
detailed and slow motion videos. Fast moving videos are recon-
structed with the same quality and objective quality measurements
as Lanczos interpolation.

5. CONCLUSION

The work demonstrates one possible approach for efficient im-
plementation of high-quality up-conversion solution. The authors
demonstrate how to resolve the problem of high computational
complexity of every super-resolution solution without degradation
of output visual quality. Proposed algorithms allow to build com-
putational efficient solutions on various DSP or GPU platforms. At
the same time the efficiency of computation does not affect visual
quality of the proposed solution.

The results of objective and subjective quality comparison against
well-known spatial domain based alternatives displays that method
given exceeds the results of traditional algorithms in both subjective
and objective fields.

A reasonable trade-off between quality of up-conversion and rel-
atively low computational complexity of proposed method allows
to design the real-time high-quality video up-conversion devices on
various DSP or GPU platforms that will address the problem of ef-
ficient SD-to-HD video conversion.



Bicubic Lanczos3 Super
Interpolation Interpolation Resolution

Average Max Average Max Average Max

PSNR PSNR PSNR PSNR PSNR PSNR

Shields (moving
background with
small details) 30,69 31,03 31,22 31,97 32,13 32,94
Shields (moving
background without
small details) 33,48 33,71 33,99 34,22 34,24 34,57
Shields (local
motion
on foreground) 31,82 32,25 32,98 33,26 33,21 33,78
Shields 31,89 33,12 32,14 33,69 33,12 35,00
Mobcal (global
motion
on background) 32,24 32,96 32,68 33,09 33,56 33,97
Mobcal (moved text
on foreground) 29,22 29,87 30,12 30,65 31,31 31,86
Mobcal (fast motion
on foreground) 31,21 31,94 31,58 32,15 31,64 32,12
Mobcal 30,52 31,64 31,19 32,78 32,01 33,14

Table 1: PSNR comparison on different parts of images.

Reconstruction of Reconstruction of Anti- Clearness
details with slow details with fast aliasing
or without motion motion effect

Shields Better Same Better Better
Mobcal Better Same Better Better

Table 2: Subjective visual quality SR in comparison with Lanczos3
interpolation.
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